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Jess is hot on the trail of wanted men again. After running down a ruthless killer by the name of Dorr
Munn, Jess finds himself in the town of Howell, Texas, where he meets a man by the name of
Champ Kiel. Kiel makes the mistake of challenging Jess and against his nature, Jess spares
Kiel.Four men rob the bank in Howell, killing the bank manager and a teller. During their escape,
they trample an old woman to death. A thirty-thousand-dollar personal bounty is placed on the
menâ€™s heads and Jess finds himself forced to team up with Kiel on the hunt for them.Their hunt
takes them on a long and dangerous trek across a large part of Texas and Jess finds help from the
most unexpected partner heâ€™s ever worked withâ€¦Shadow.
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Lone Wolf finds Jess Williams on the trail of the baddest of the bad once again. This time he's after
four bank robbers who gunned down a clerk and a bank president, then trampled down an elderly
woman who later dies.Jess joins up with a would-be gunslinger and a domesticated Timber Wolf
named Shadow. The wolf always seems to show up when Jess needs him the most. Shadow is
loyal and pretty intelligent as he saves Jess on more than one occasion. Point of fact, Shadow

steals the show in this novel. I sincerely hope that Shadow remains a character in the next few
books.I've read all of the Jess Williams books and last year I re-read them all just to keep track of
the number of kills Jess has made. At the end of this book, the total was at 991.The true history of
the settling of the American West shows that the gunfights depicted in books and movies only
happened two or three times per year. Random killings by bad guys were also very low at 5-6 per
year. Even though the media portrays these incidents as common, the American West was actually
safer than today's cities and towns.Of course, this wouldn't sell a lot of books or fill theaters, so we
are faced with Western Fantasies like the Jess Williams series, which I love. I just wish that Robert J
Thomas would write a longer, more involved novel once in a while so us rabid fans would have
something to sink our fangs into.Wonderful book, Mr. Thomas!

Dorr Munn...Jess has been dogging him for a week & apparently he has run him to ground as
someone is taking pot shots & of course, it's Munn. Jess is really nice though...he lets Munn have
the last drink for the road before he sends him on to wherever bad guys go. Since it's late, Jess
makes camp & will ride on to Howell, Texas tomorrow to turn in the body.In Howell, Marshal Judd
Brion is going to speed up getting the reward money to Jess because he wants him out of town
asap. As Jess is stabling his horses, trouble comes calling in the name of Champ Kiel & Archibald
Noble. No surprise there! Later, after Jess has had a meal at the local cafe he again meets the two
in the saloon but this time a gunfight is inevitable. Jess, for some reason even he doesn't
understand, lets Champ live but tells him if he ever tries to draw on him again he will plant him.And
so, we begin another exciting adventure in the life & times of Jess Williams, bounty hunter
extraordinaire.Mr. Thomas is going to have to really dig deep in his bag of tricks to improve on this
story because he's just moved the bar even higher for his fantastic story telling abilities. I loved
Shadow & hope to see him in future books.Jess has got to be tired now...it's been a long time since
he was home...maybe he needs to return to all of his friends...or maybe he needs to visit his sister
or his lovely lady bounty hunter. Just thinking...

Great Jess Williams story. Enjoyed the humor of the two other bounty hunters that Jess dealt with in
his own way. I especially liked Shadow and since he was still with Jess when he rode on at the end,
maybe he will be with Jess in the books to come.

Mr. Thomas has done it again. I really enjoy all of his Jess Williams' series (so too my husband and
daughter). Each book is a stand alone story, but I find I got a lot more out of the series reading it

from the beginning book to the last one. My only complaint is that Mr. Thomas doesn't write them
fast enough. I have gotten where between books, I am re-reading (again) from the beginning until
the next installment (then I read the new book). This book has some humor, a partner for Jess, and
lots of action (as usual). (I especially like that they didn't kill of the timber wolf that Jess helps. I hate
it when an author kills off animals.) Any fan of westerns will probably enjoy this series.

RJT has penned another excellent western novel. His western hero is up to his usual tricks chasing
down the worst of the worst. He usually works alone, but has a new partner, which he named
Shadow, a Timber Wolf. A very large Timber Wolf who enjoys going after the bad guys as much as
JW does. This is an excellent read for the genre..... ER

Shadow won my heart. I have read and own every Jess Williams book. Mr. Thomas writing has
improved greatly concerning typos and grammatical errors. I was almost ready to give up on the
series near the beginning but just adored his characters and the emotional growth of Jess as time
progressed. I hope Shadow stays. I would love to see reactions to him in Black Creek or from John
Bodine.

I really love reading these books about Jess Williams. He always gets his man. But he is very
generous to the sheriff and other people. I love that he found Shadow I really hope to see Shadow
in the future books as a side kick to Jess. Keep these books coming, can't wait for number 45.

As always the stories that Robert Thomas writes about Jess Williams Series keep getting better.
Shadow is a great touch. Bring back the lady BOUNTY hunter. Now with those three in a book
would be awesome. Now reading Lone Wolf for the third time. THKS
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